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Every day at Hanover





Every day at Hanover

Every day at Hanover 200 people are busily engaged in producing zinc

and lead concentrates for the products of American industry. Hanover's

zinc concentrates are important raw materials for our Company's pro-

duction of zinc metals and zinc pigments which ultimately find their

way into many useful articles of commerce. Our lead concentrates are

shipped to outside smelting plants.

Our story is the story of the people of Hanover. It is a

pictorial record of the work they do - of their relationship to the effi-

cient operation of the plant and to the progress of the Company of

which they are an important part.

We hope you will like the story and find it interesting.

THE EMPIRE ZINC COMPANY
}layover, JVew,Mcxico

Cover Picture: A view showing Hanover mine and mill and Company buildings.





- TO PRODUCE ZINC
FOR AMERICAN INDUSTRY

To drill and blast the ore, transport it to the shafts and deliver it to the mill.

To crush and screen the ore, grind it, and by the flotation process concentrate it for smelting.

To design, build, install and keep in repair the equipment we need.

To transmit electric power to run the equipment.

To work on the development of new processes.

To keep the various departments supplied with the equipment, materials and supplies which
are required.

To keep the records.

To look after the health and safety of all employes.

To plan and supervise and bring all of these groups together as a team.

0 All play an important part
in producing ZINC for American industry



HANOVER MINE
The story of commercial zinc ore begins at the mine where zinc minerals are taken
from nature's store house. Zinc ore deposits at Hanover occur at relatively shallow
depths and considerable ore is found on or near the surface. In general, underground

mining methods are used to extract the deeper zinc ores while quarry mining methods

are employed for mining the ore near the surface.
Search for zinc orebodies is an important part of the mining operation. Careful

studies are made of the rock formations; then with the assistance of the diamond drill
the favorable areas are prospected to test them for zinc mineral content. Should this
work indicate a favorable area for mining zinc, then drifts and raises are driven to
further outline the extent of the ore. These drifts and raises serve as means for carrying

on the mining and for transporting the ore to the main shaft where it is hoisted and
sent to the mill. The mining work is accomplished by drilling small holes with com-
pressed air rock drills; these are then loaded with explosives which, when fired, break
the ore into small pieces so that it may be loaded into mine cars. In the quarries the
waste burden is cleaned away from the surface to expose the ore. Breaking ore in the
quarries is similar to the method used in the mine except that larger equipment is used.

The broken ore is loaded into trucks with large mechanical shovels and sent to the
mill. Sometimes quarry blasts break the rock in large pieces that are too big for the
mechanical shovels to handle. These larger boulders are then drilled and blasted again.

Cecilio Torres caging Salvador Beltran, Antonio Macias and Andres Lopez; also on cage but not visible
are Daniel Chavez, Joaquin Campos, and Francisco Rojas. Awaiting to go underground are: (bottom row,
kneeling) Raymundo Tafoya, hilar Munoz, Luis G. Gonzales, Miguel Arciero, Enrique Tirado, and
Epolito Muniz; (second row) Jesus Tovar, Agustin Chavez, Alfredo Flores, and Aurelio Cordero; (standing)
John Simons, Jr., Gilberto J. Gonzales, Manuel Salas, Roberto Morando, Jesus Avalos, Juan Bastidos,
Ramon Borunda, Aurelio Genera, Pedro Murgia, and Francisco Sanchez.



George D. Torres at control of No. 7 shaft hoist.

Fructuoso Ramirez sharpening detachable bits, and
Eduardo M. Martinez at the forging furnace.

Manuel Molano oiling pump motor on 4 Level
station.

Prudencio Tellez examining Luis G. Gonzales, Ce-
cilio Torres, Juan Bastidos, James Telles, Agustin
Chavez, and Jesus P. Tovar on Safety.

ti

Herminio Mas-
carenas repair-
ing rock drill.

Bill Lafrenz re-
pairing drill
sharpener.



HANOVER MINE Continued

Narciso Medina going off shift.

Andres Lopez drilling in a prospect
raise.

Leonardo Cardenas caging loaded
mine car.

Jesus Rodriguez operating a mucking
machine and Merejildo Rivera tram-
ming loaded car.

Ausborne Hiles
drilling a round

Patricio Segura
at incline.

and Manuel Duarte
with a mine jumbo.

detaching loaded car

M E WANT TO PROM IE
A SAFE PLACE FOR

EVERYONE EMPLOYE()
kN THIS PLANT

REPORT ANY

YANGERUUS COMMONS

TO YOUR OREM&N.



Jesus Arciero running a slusher in a large stope.

John Sandoval and Jesus Arciero drilling ore.

Juan P. Gonzalez raising track, Juan G. Gonzales tamping
track ties, and Fred Barreras at Theta hoist.

Domingo Terrazas on loaded trip of ore with "Blackie"
pulling.

Simon Molina replenishing a rack of bits.

A small blast in 305 quarry.



HANOVER MINE
Continued

Churn drilling and shovel loading in
quarries.

Bartolo Barela and Pedro Loya operat-
ing wagon drill in quarry.

Juan B. Tovar drilling zinc ore in
quarry.

Manuel Cordero tamping explosive in
drill holes at quarry.

Anselmo Orozco drilling a large
boulder.

Concepcion Villalobus drilling in
quarry.

A quarry picture showing some of the
old underground stopes.
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HANOVER MILL

The Hanover Mill processes ore from the Hanover
Mine and from other mines. Trucks deliver the ore to
the mill, where the first process is to break down the
large chunks of ore to a fine size, so that nearly every
particle will only contain one kind of mineral. A jaw
crusher and cone -type crushers break the ore to about
the size of a small marble. Grinding mills then grind
the ore to a finer size with classifiers controlling the size

to which the ore is ground. The mixture of ground ore
and water, called a pulp, is then pumped to froth flo-
tation machines. For flotation, small amounts of chem-

icals, called reagents, are added to the pulp. Air is
forced through the pulp so as to make innumerable
small bubbles. Certain reagents will cause most of the
lead mineral particles to cling to the bubbles. The float-

ing bubbles, or froth, are collected to form a concen-
trate containing most of the lead values in the ore. In
the same manner, using other reagents, the zinc mineral

particles are collected into a zinc concentrate. The pulp

that remains after most of the valuable mineral parti-
cles have been removed, called tailings, is then pumped

to tailings ponds where the waste particles in the ore
are stored and clear water is reclaimed for use again in

the mill. Water is separated from the lead concentrates

in settling tanks, then these concentrates are ready for
shipment to a lead smelter. Most of the water is removed

from the zinc concentrates by use of settling tanks and
by passing through a dryer, then these concentrates are

ready for shipment to the company's zinc smelter at
Depue, Illinois.

Juan Barrazos dumping railroad ore car.

Burl Brown loading truck from hopper.

Fidel Hinojosa operating a slusher hoist feeding jaw crusher.

....
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HANOVER MILL Continued

Charles Allison attends truck
dumping into the jaw crusher
feed chute.

Onesimo Tovar checking grease
supply on main shaft of jaw
crusher.

Juan Carbajal recording ore
tonnage from the Weigh -
tometer, which automatic-
ally weighs the ore as it
passes on the belt conveyor.

Esequiel Chavez is taking
a feed rate sample from the
conveyor belt feeding a
grinding mill.

Lorenzo Torrez picking up pieces
of steel removed by a magnetic
pulley. Alberto Ramirez is look-
ing at the belt discharge to the
crusher.

Conrado Dominguez is adding
steel balls to the grinding mill.
Charles Towner is adjusting an
oil feeder.



te

Juan Padilla is collecting a sample
of pulp from the classifier.

Justin Dick adjusting gate of me-
chanical flotation machine.

Lawrence Montoya, at a
zinc air -lift flotation cell, is
testing tailings to see if
most of the valuable min-
eral particles have been
removed.

Cruz Duarte is at the
Blusher hoist dragging zinc
concentrate to the dryer.

Ramon Gomez testing a pulp
sample to determine if sufficient
amount of a reagent is present in
the pulp.

Victor Ortiz is operating a slusher
pulling zinc concentrate from a
settling tank. George Stewart is
using the shovel.



HANOVER MILL
Continued

Sam Ortiz is adjusting the oil
burner on the dryer.

Antonio Esparza is setting the
railroad track scale.

Andrew Madrid is passing
a sample through the roll -
type sample crusher.

Joe Fletcher is mixing rea-
gents for water treatment.

Sacramento Hurtado and Joe
Gonzales are building up the
border on the tailings pond.

Jack Adams is grinding a sample
in the laboratory pulverizer.



SERVICING
THE MINE AND MILL

The steady operation of a mine and mill requires the expert services of many other
employes. All equipment and machinery must be maintained in good operating con-
dition, breakdowns repaired, changes and new construction are all accomplished by
mechanics, electricians, carpenters, painters, and other workmen. Special machinery
such as hoists, air compressors, and pumps must be operated and maintained. Supplies,

machinery parts, and other materials must be moved, stored, and supplied to the job
when needed, with records kept of warehouse supplies. Chemists in the laboratory deter-

mine values in the ore and mill products. Engineers and geologists do the surveying, make

plans, and study the ore occurences. A clerical force is required to make up the payroll,

order supplies, keep cost records, and other office activities. Each employe, in the
performance of his own job, aids in mining useful metals from the earth, and getting
them in such a form that they can be shipped to other plants, where many other processes

must be performed before they can be put to use in the service of many people.

Harry Brown at the lathe, Allen Clark at the metal band
saw and Claro Munoz at the shaper in the machine shop.



SERVICING Continued

John Bragg at the lathe, Ernest Velasquez
and Lee Short at the bench and C. O.
Hartless at the drill press in the machine
shop.

E. L. Chavez relining a ball mill scoop
with hard metal - getting ready to weld.

Luke Colwell welding with the oxyacety-
lene torch.

Aubrey McGee operating the pipe ma-
chine.

Clifford Marshall tight-
ening up a Wilfley
pump.



Placido Carrillo in the carpenter shop
operating the universal saw.

Jim Kincaid and Rudolph Meyer check-
ing a hoist motor.

Luis Horcasitas starting an air compres-
sor in the Power House.

Juan Tovar adjusting the oiler on a
compressor.

Victpr Valencia test-
ing fuses on a switch
board.



SERVICING Continued

Jose Carrillo painting a cupboard.

Charles Wason below; Alfonso Rodriguez,
Donald Harris, Ramon Salcido and Teddy
Vest above, building addition for housing zinc
concentrate feeder to dryer.

Concreting crew, in foreground, left to right,
Robert Neel, George Warren, Lawrence
Whelchel, Alfonso Rodriguez, Grant Blain,
Joe Lucero; in background, standing on vault,
C. A. Moore, Willis Lacy, Tomas Gomez,
Charles Hartless and Ramon Valencia, pour-
ing concrete for new vault.

Braulio Williams and Ramon Young loading
pipe.

Jack Pate making zinc analysis
in the laboratory.
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Milton Bryant weighing samples for labora-
tory analyses.

Bill Hannan and Fred Yelton going over
some construction details.

C. C. Snell, C. A. Moore, and Gilbert Bailey
in the Mill office.

Don Mullens, John Faick and Bob Chommie
working on maps in the Engineering office.

O. A. Dick checking bolt stock
in the warehouse.



SERVICING Continued

Hadley Sullivan weighing
ore trucks.

Mrs. Allan, Miss LaFrenz, J. A. Reed, Roy
Sanders and Mrs. Larsen in the general office.



Our Company

makes zinc metal and zinc

pigment from our zinc ore ...

Many manufacturers use these

zinc products to make more

things for more people.

DIE CASTING
The automobile industry is the largest user of die
castings made from alloys containing our Horse Head
Special Zinc. Radiator grilles, fuel pumps, hardware
and instrument panels are just a few of these castings
you will find on the new cars. Zinc die castings also
are used extensively in the manufacturè of other
products with which we are familiar - washing
machines, refrigerators, business machines, hardware
and small tools.



PAINT
Modern high grade paints - exterior and interior -
enamels, product finishes, metal protective coatings -
depend on zinc pigments for their efficient and eco-
nomical performance. Paint manufacturers use our
zinc oxide, zinc sulfide, lithopone and zinc dust to im-
part to their products such qualities as durability, hid-
ing power, good color, self- cleansing and washability.

TRAFFIC PAINT Large quantities of litho -
pone are used in producing long wearing traffic
paints for the country's roads and streets. Lithopone
is found to be an excellent pigment in producing the
unique properties which such paints must possess
in order to withstand the outdoor conditions
encountered.

.so.,

BRASS
Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc; it contains ap-
proximately 30% of zinc. A great deal of our Horse
Head Zinc is used in the brass industry to produce
high quality brass products such as hóusehold hard-
ware, plumbing equipment, rods and tubes for indus-
trial uses, and for a host of other products which
require brass of a high degree of ductility.

GALVANIZING
This is the process whereby a coating of zinc metal
is applied to iron and steel surfaces, either by the
hot dip method or by electro- galvanizing, to prevent
iron and steel from rusting. It represents a very large
field for zinc and, where superior adherence and duc-
tility of the coating are required, our high purity
Horse Head Brands of Zinc are preferred.

Galvanized sheets for roofing and galvanized wire
fencing are zinc coated.



COSMETICS
Our pharmaceutical zinc oxide, the purest commer-
cial type available, is used in a variety of face pow-
ders, creams and ointments. This brand of zinc oxide
has outstanding characteristics which make it popular
with manufacturers in the drug and cosmetic indus-
try. In addition to being harmless, it is protective,
mildly astringent and adhesive.

ROLLED ZINC
Rolled zinc finds wide use in the fabrication of bat-
tery cans, weatherstrip, moldings, fruit jar tops, eye-
lets and grommets. Rolled zinc alloys are also sup-
plied by us to this field for stamping, drawing,
spinning and rolling of other items which require
added stiffness and toughness.

METAL
POWDERS
In this comparatively recent development in metal
fabrication, metal powders are pressed to form small
articles by a process known as compacting. Zinc,
brass and copper powders produced by our Company
are finding increasing application in this new and
interesting metal consuming field.

V



RUBBER
Rubber tires, tubes, boots, shoes, hose and many
other articles, whether natural or synthetic rubber,
are reinforced against wear and tear with zinc oxide.
This pigment also serves as a chemical in rubber
compounding to shorten the time of the curing
process. The high hiding power and tinting strength
of our zinc sulfide pigments are employed by rubber
manufacturers in producing color effects in white
and pastel rubber goods.

LINOLEUM
Lithopone is used in linoleum to serve much the
same functions as it does in paint. It adds color and
durability to the paint which forms the decorative
and wearing surfaces of both printed linoleum and
felt -base floor coverings.

PETROLEUM
Petroleum refining, pickling of steel, explosives and
rayon - these are important uses for our sulfuric
acid. We use large quantities of it ourselves, too - in
the manufacture of lithopone. Sulfuric acid was in
great demand during the war as a chemical for use
in manufacture of the explosive TNT.



Our Contribution to

Modern Living

The preceding pages have taken you behind the scenes at Hanover;

you have seen its people, and the work they do in producing one of

America's basic raw materials - zinc ore.

It is from the zinc ore that zinc products - zinc pigments

and zinc metal are produced. You have seen the variety of uses of these

zinc products - each representing a large American industry served

by our Company.

Wide acceptance of our Company's zinc products through

the years by major consuming industries has been due mainly to our

ability to keep pace with their changing demands, and at the same time

maintain rigid standards of quality and uniformity.

In producing zinc ore for the manufacture of zinc prod-

ucts, we at Hanover are playing an important part in the production of

more and better things for more people. In so doing, we are contributing

much to the comfort and enjoyment of modern living.



WE HEAD PRODUCTS

This Is The Trade Mark
THAT APPEARS ON PRODUCTS

OF THE NEW JERSEY ZINC COMPANY AND SUBSIDIARIES
e

ZINC PIGMENTS
ZINC OXIDE PIGMENTS ZINC SULFIDE PIGMENTS

LITHOPONE ZINC DUST

LUMINESCENT PIGMENTS

ZINC BORATE

ZINC METALS AND ALLOYS
SPECIAL HIGH GRADE SLAB ZINC (99.99+ %)

HIGH GRADE SLAB ZINC
ZAMAK ZINC DIE CASTING ALLOYS)

ROLLED ZINC AND ZILLOY
SHEETS AND STRIPS

CORRUGATED SHEETS AND PLATES

METAL POWDERS
BRASS BRONZE COPPER NICKEL SILVER ZINC

SPIEGELEISEN (Iron- Manganese Alloy)

LOW CARBON FERROMANGANESE

SULFURIC ACID

THE EMPIRE ZINC COMPANY
Hanover, New Mexico
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HANOVER BUILDINGS

General office

Mill office

Catholic Church

One of the stores

Baptist Church

Church of Christ

Grade School
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